Vernier acuity for opposite-contrast polarity stimuli clearly poses problems for local contrast models of relative position processing. In Expt 1 we show that vernier thresholds for abutting, or closely separated features of opposite-contrast polarity, are degraded across a wide range of stimulus strengths and configurations; but for widely separated stimuli they are more or less independent of contrast polarity (confirming and extending previous work). In Expts 2 and 3 we use a one-dimensional spatial noise masking paradigm to investigate to what extent the same mechanisms masked by this noise contribute to the relative position processing of same and opposite polarity stimuli. The orientation tuning functions determined using this paradigm are quite different for same and opposite polarity targets, for both line vernier acuity, and closely spaced two-dot alignment. However, for widely separated targets (24 min arc or more), they are similar. Over a range of separations from 3 to 30 min arc, for same and opposite polarity dots, masking is strongest at a spatial frequency of about 10 c/deg. Our results are consistent with the notion that signals from early (and relatively high spatial frequency) linear filters are collected in a second-stage nonlinear mechanism, which collates information along an orientation trajectory. We suggest that different properties of the mechanisms at each level of processing, can constrain positional acuity at small and large separations.
INTRODUCTION
Under ideal conditions we are able to judge the relative positions of objects with exquisite precision--e.g. thresholds for abutting vernier lines are just a few sec arc (Westheimer, 1975) . However, there is now a good deal of evidence to suggest that under conditions favoring optimal performance (abutting or closely spaced, high contrast, same polarity features), making the target features of opposite-contrast polarity results in markedly degraded positional acuity (Levi & Westheimer, 1987; Murphy, Jones & Van Sluyters, 1988; Levi, Jiang & Klein, 1990; O'Shea & Mitchell, 1990; Morgan, 1991-see also contrast sensitive spatial filters whose orientation specificities straddle the target lines/features themselves (Wilson, 1986; Waugh, Levi & Carney, 1993) . However, when the stimulus features are well separated, relative position thresholds are similar for same and oppositecontrast polarity targets (Levi & Westheimer, 1987; Burbeck, 1987; Toet, 1987; O'Shea & Mitchell, 1990) , which suggests that other factors besides contrast sensitivity and a filter size which encompasses both targets, limit these relative position thresholds. One of the earliest notions about how the visual system accomplishes positional accuracy is Hering's (1899) suggestion that position acuity is enhanced by collecting "local signs" along the length of the stimulus, and that relative position acuity is extracted by comparing local sign positions. This process may be more sensitive than a linear filter based one, at extracting relative position information from separated targets , and it should be insensitive to the contrast polarity of the stimuli. Moreover, a simple local sign mechanism should be insensitive to distractors placed between the 574 DENNIS M. LEVI and SARAH J. WAUGH target features (Morgan, Ward & Hole, 1990) . However, as for very closely separated targets, orientation per se has also been implicated as being a primary cue to alignment thresholds for widely separated targets (Sullivan, Oatley & Sutherland, 1972; Watt, 1984) , a suggestion not compatible with a simple "local sign" model. Thus the mechanisms for relative position processing for separated targets are still not well understood, and in this paper we aim to investigate to what extent low-level linear filtering is important, by comparing thresholds for same and opposite polarity targets while superimposed with spatial noise masks specific in orientation, and of known spatial frequency composition. Our results show that indeed, orientation per se does play an important role in relative position processing, both for same and opposite polarity, separated stimuli. However, several aspects of our results are not readily compatible with either a simple filter model, or a simple local sign model. In particular, we find orientation and spatial frequency selective masking of position information over a wide range of target separations. Moreover, the spatial period at which peak masking occurs is almost invariant over a range of separations from 3 to 30 min arc (see also Waugh & Levi, 1995) . These results, in addition to others obtained in our laboratory (Mussap & Levi, 1994) lead to the suggestion that signals from early linear filters are collected in a second-stage filter, which collates information along an orientation trajectory. Collector mechanisms, which could readily accomplish this task, have been previously proposed for rather different purposes (Tyler & Nakayama, 1984; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Morgan & Hotopf, 1989; Moulden, 1994) .
Masks
One-dimensional band-limited spatial noise masks were constructed by mathematically adding, in random phase (varying on each trial), sinusoidal wave components, and presenting the combined luminance profle on the oscilloscope screen. During the 1 sec stimulus duration, the noise mask and the line or dot stimulus were interleaved frame by frame, i.e. every 3.7 msec, so that the stimulus and mask appeared to be superimposed [see Fig. 8 for dot stimuli, and Fig. 1 of for illustration of similar line stimuli]. Specific details of the masks will be given in the individual experiments.
Psychophysical methods
Vernier alignment. Thresholds for detecting or for identifying the direction of offset (e.g. were measured using a self-paced method of constant stimuli. The thresholds (specified at d = 1, equivalent to 84% correct) are the mean of the thresholds estimates from at least four runs (of 120 trials/ run) weighted by the inverse variance (yielding a total of at least 480 trials per point). The error bars are +1 SE, reflecting the larger of the within and between run variance (Klein, 1992) .
Contrast thresholds for detecting (or discriminating) the lines, edges, dots and cosine gratings, were also measured using a self-paced rating-scale method of constant stimuli and are specified at a d = 1 (equivalent to 84% correct). Again, the thresholds reported are the mean of four or more runs (100 trials per run) weighted by the inverse variance, and the error bars reflect ±1 SE.
GENERAL METHODS

Stimuli
Alignment thresholds were measured with a variety of stimulus configurations (see Fig. 1 ): a pair of lines (each approx. 35 min arc long × 0.62 rain arc wide), a pair of luminance edges [each about 35 min arc wide, a pair of cosine gratings, and a pair of dots [each approx. 3 min arc square (see Fig. 8)] . We have used a wide range of stimulus configurations, to determine the applicability of our the results to pattern perception in general. The line, edge and cosine grating stimuli were horizontal, and abutting with a vertical offset; the dots were horizontally separated, with a vertical offset. All stimuli were presented on a mean luminance background (either 132 or 100 cd/m 2) of a Tektronix 608 oscilloscope screen (P31 phosphor), and they were generated using a Neuroscientific VENUS stimulus generator with 12-bit contrast control and a frame rate of 270 Hz. The stimuli were viewed through a circular aperture, which subtended a circle of 1.15 deg in diameter at a viewing distance of 4 m, and in all experiments the stimuli were presented for 1 sec, with an abrupt onset and offset. Same-and opposite-contrast polarity versions of some of these stimuli are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 .
Observers
Eight observers (including the two authors) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiments. Four of these observers (RH, WP, BJ and FG) were amblyopic; however, we only show data from their nonamblyopic eyes (which are qualitatively similar to those our four nonamblyopic observers). The experiments were all performed under monocular viewing conditions.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: vernier thresholds for abutting or closely spaced stimuli with same-and opposite-contrast polarity
Effect of stimulus configuration. In this experiment, vernier thresholds were measured for abutting lines, edges, cosine gratings and closely spaced dots [either 1 (SJW, AT) or 3 (DL, KN) rain arc], with same-and opposite-contrast polarity. Figure 2 shows that abutting line vernier (A), abutting edge vernier (B), and two-dot alignment (C) thresholds, are on average about a factor of 2.5 worse for oppositecontrast polarity than for same-contrast polarity stimuli. While it is clear that there are individual differences and possibly differences between stimuli, thresholds are system, despite the differences in appearance of the stimulus patterns.
Effect of contrast. In order to investigate the effects of target visibility more systematically, we measured edge vernier thresholds for same-and opposite-contrast polarity edges over a wide range of contrast levels. , vernier thresholds for opposite-contrast polarity edges improve with contrast at a similar rate, and thresholds at equivalent visibility levels are always higher for opposite-contrast polarity stimuli. However, opposite polarity thresholds do appear to saturate at slightly lower edge contrast levels than do same polarity thresholds, as is reflected in a slightly higher ratio of opposite-to same polarity thresholds at high contrast levels than at very low contrast levels [ Fig. 3(B) 
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FIGURE 4. Two-dot alignment thresholds (in min arc) vs gap for same-and opposite-contrast polarity dots for four normal observers. Note that for gaps >20 min arc thresholds for same and opposite polarity stimuli are quite similar. The lines in each panel represent double power functions fit to the data of the form: For gaps<Go: Th=kgap n] For gaps>Go: Th=kgap "2 where Gc is the critical gap.
(about 10 times the Gaussian SD of the target feature), relative position thresholds become contrast polarity independent (Levi & Westheimer, 1987; Burbeck, 1987; Toet, 1987; . We measured the effect of separation on alignment acuity for same-and oppositecontrast polarity dots. Figure 4 shows two-dot alignment thresholds (in min arc) vs separation for same-and opposite-contrast polarity dots for four observers. While offset thresholds the preferred eye of a strabismic amblyope. For both observers, alignment of opposite polarity (180 deg phase-shifted gratings), is considerably worse at all spatial frequencies.
for same polarity dots increases with increasing separation, the opposite polarity thresholds represent more or less a constant offset (~0.35--0.6 min arc) up to a gap of 20 min arc or so, and then increase for larger gaps. For gaps greater than about 20 min arc, offset thresholds for same and opposite polarity stimuli are very similar (see also O'Shea & Mitchell, 1990) , and are equivalent to an approximately constant orientation of about 1 deg.
Effect of spatial frequency. One possible explanation
for why the loss of relative positional precision is most marked for closely spaced target stimuli, is that opposite polarity stimuli may engage higher spatial frequency (small) filters, which are not sufficiently sensitive to contrast changes . Alternatively, if opposite polarity stimuli produce more energy at lower spatial frequencies than same polarity stimuli (Burbeck, 1987) , thresholds would be expected to increase because lower spatial frequency mechanisms, with lower positional accuracy but with approximately equivalent contrast sensitivity, become involved in processing. In order to examine the spatial frequency dependence of the opposite polarity effect, we measured vernier thresholds for discriminating the direction of offset between a pair of abutting high contrast (80%) cosine gratings (Fig. 1) . The two half gratings were either same polarity (identical phase when aligned--solid symbols) or "opposite polarity" (180 deg phase-shifted when aligned----opposite polarity symbols). Figure 5 shows vernier thresholds plotted as a function of spatial frequency for same polarity (solid symbols) or opposite polarity (opposite polarity symbols) gratings. Vernier thresholds for same polarity gratings decrease (improve) with increasing spatial frequency, reaching a minimum between about 6 and 10c/deg, and then increase sharply (see also Bradley & Freeman, 1985; Hu, Klein & Carney, 1993; Levi, Klein & Wang, 1994b) . The interesting new result is that for each observer, alignment of opposite polarity (180 deg phase-shifted gratings), is considerably worse at all spatial frequencies. This finding argues against both alternatives discussed above. That is, if higher (less accurate) positional thresholds were a result of engaging higher spatial frequency mechanisms for opposite polarity, than for same polarity stimuli, then the opposite polarity function shown in Fig. 5 would be expected to be shifted to the left (the peak would shift towards lower spatial frequencies). Conversely if lower spatial frequency mechanisms were more important for the processing of information from opposite polarity stimuli, then the opposite polarity function in Fig. 5 would be expected to be shifted to the right. Neither alternative is true. An approximately vertical shift in the function position appears to suggest that similarly sized (but not necessarily similarly oriented---see below) low-level mechanisms contribute to position processing, but that their outputs are combined differently, or are limited differently at a second stage.
In addition, thresholds for opposite polarity cosine gratings, which are narrow-band stimuli, appear to be degraded relatively more (on average by a factor of 7.5, see Fig. 5 ) than for broadband stimuli (on average by a factor of 2.5, see Fig. 2 ). This finding suggests that the presence of multiple spatial scales in the broadband stimulus may afford greater precision for opposite polarity stimuli.
*Note that although the masks used to measure spatial frequency tuning functions for both sets of stimuli were oriented, i.e. nonoptimum for masking opposite polarity stimuli, we have found that the effect of mask angle on spatial frequency tuning functions is to change the magnitude or height of the function, but not the position of its peak (see and Table 2 of this paper).
Experiment 2: spatial masking of abutting line vernier
Thresholds for detecting a unilateral vernier offset for same polarity lines, are most strongly degraded by onedimensional spatial masks that are oriented at angles to either side of the lines themselves . This result is consistent with the predictions of low-level filter models (see Wilson, 1986) , however oppositecontrast polarity lines will create some difficulty for linear filters. To investigate the role of contrast sensitive filters in processing vernier judgments for oppositecontrast polarity lines, we measured orientation and spatial frequency tuning functions for detecting a unilateral vernier offset, using a simultaneous masking paradigm .
Orientation tuning. The orientation tuning functions (2 octave spatial frequency bandwidth noise) for same and opposite-contrast polarity abutting line vernier are shown for three observers in Fig. 6 . The ordinate shows the threshold elevation (masked/unmasked threshold) plotted as a function of the orientation of the mask relative to the horizontal target lines. For each observer, for same polarity lines, the orientation tuning is bimodal, with a clear minimum near 0 deg (see Mussap & Levi, 1994) . However, for opposite polarity vernier lines, the orientation tuning function is unimodal, peaking near 0 deg. In order to quantify the results, Gaussian curves were fit to the data, with the orientation unsigned (these are the curves shown in Fig. 6 ). While same polarity abutting line vernier thresholds appear to be mediated via mechanisms oriented, on average, at an angle of approx. 9 deg to either side of the lines, opposite polarity vernier is most masked when the mask orientation coincides with that of the lines (see Table 1 ). The unimodal shape of the opposite polarity line vernier tuning function, is reminiscent of that obtained for line contrast detectability . That is, for opposite polarity abutting lines, if one or the other line becomes difficult to see, vernier judgments become extremely difficult. This finding suggests that for these opposite polarity abutting line stimuli, relative position processing relies heavily on input from those low-level linear filters which detect the lines themselves, rather than the actual offset. On the other hand for same polarity stimuli, filters with orientations which straddle the lines and which are best for detecting the offset (although those which are oriented for best detection of the lines also contribute) provide the information required to obtain optimal thresholds .
Spatial frequency tuning. Spatial frequency tuning functions were measured using a 1 octave noise band, oriented at 10 deg.* The results are shown in Fig. 7 , and suggest that the spatial frequency tuning may also differ for same and opposite-contrast polarity stimuli. For same polarity stimuli, the data are clearly bandpass, with peak masking occurring at around 10-12 c/deg. For opposite polarity stimuli, the Gaussian fits to the data indicate broader tuning functions, particularly at low spatial frequencies. The full width at half height (averaged across the two observers) of the best fitting Gaussian is Mask Angle (degrees) 
Experiment 3: two-dot alignment---effect of spatial masks
The masking results of the previous experiment suggest that the mechanisms involved in detecting a vernier offset between two abutting lines of opposite polarity contrast may differ in both their orientation and spatial frequency characteristics, from those which detect an offset between same polarity lines. The most striking difference is that the characteristic bimodal tuning obtained with same polarity targets, is not obtained with opposite polarity targets. Thus as we have noted, it is possible that vernier acuity for opposite-contrast polarity lines is limited by a comparison process between the outputs of the same low-level mechanisms which detect the lines themselves, whereas vernier acuity for same polarity lines, is accomplished by combining outputs from differently oriented low-level mechanisms. The present experiment extends this investigation to two-dot alignment for two main reasons. First, it has been suggested that different cues, and therefore different mechanisms, are likely to limit abutting vernier acuity (as described in Expt 2) and two-dot alignment thresholds (Watt, 1984) . Specifically, Watt argued that abutting vernier acuity is based upon an orthoaxial position shape cue, while two-dot alignment is based upon an orientation cue. Second, since alignment thresholds depend strongly on target separation, it is possible that different mechanisms become important for relative position processing depending on that separation (Wilson, 1986; Burbeck, 1987; Whitaker & MacVeigh, 1991; .
In Expt 3 (as in Expt 1), we use horizontally separated dots (each 3 min arc square) which are highly visible (7-10 times the dot detection threshold). Orientation and spatial frequency tuning functions for a two-dot alignment task are measured for same and opposite polarity stimuli, using our masking paradigm. Examples of the stimuli and masks are shown in Fig. 8 .
For separated targets, where the visibility of the limiting target is above about 3 times its detection threshold, alignment thresholds are almost independent of changes in visibility . Thus it is unlikely that any masking effects we measure here, are due to visibility effects. In addition, an important advantage of using dots for these experiments, is that whereas lines have considerable Fourier energy at the orientation corresponding to the line itself, dots have energy at all orientations (and spatial frequencies). Thus it is very difficult to mask dot visibility with onedimensional, band-limited masks such as those we use (this issue will be discussed further below). Therefore, we would suggest that any masking effects measured are likely to be due to masking of the relative position, or alignment cue, itself.
Orientation tuning. Figures 9 and 10 compare the effects of mask orientation (the mask was 5 octaves broad; contrast of 30%) for same-and opposite-contrast polarity dots for different horizontal dot separations; the ordinate shows the threshold elevation (masked/unmasked threshold), and the abscissa the mask angle relative to the horizontal (the aligned condition). Figure  9 (A) shows the data for observer DL for gaps of 6 (top), 12 (middle), and 30 (bottom) rain arc; and Fig. 9 (B) data of AT for gaps of 6 (top) and 24 (bottom) min arc.
For same polarity dots, and for all separations, masking produced a bimodal orientation tuning function with peak masking at about -t-20-30 deg on either side of the virtual line connecting the dots when aligned.
For opposite polarity dots, for smaller gaps, the orientation tuning function obtained is bimodal, but broader, with the peaks occurring at somewhat larger angles and with lower amplitude. However, for the 30 min arc gap, the orientation tuning functions are quite similar for same and opposite polarity dots, as are the unmasked thresholds (see Fig. 4 ). Figure 10 shows the mean two-dot alignment threshold elevation (pooled across the three observers who participated in this experiment) for a small gap of 6 min arc (top) and a large gap of 24 or 30 min arc (bottom). This figure shows clearly that with a small gap, the orientation tuning for opposite polarity is qualitatively different from that obtained with same polarity dots; however, with the large gap the orientation tuning functions are almost identical.
The effect of noise masks on dot visibility. As noted above, since the dots used in the present study were always at least 7-10 times threshold, it seems unlikely that the effects shown in Figs 9 and 10 are a consequence of the reduced visibility of the targets (both dots were always easily visible). However, we conducted two experiments to assess the role of target visibility. In the first experiment we measured the effects of our masks on the detection thresholds for a single dot. Noise masks had only a small (approx. 10%) uniform effect on dot detection thresholds (as is expected since dots contain energy at all orientations), as can be seen in Fig. 11 . The inset in Fig. 11 shows the results of an additional control experiment, which suggests that our masking effects are not simply due to a loss of visibility. One might argue that it is not the visibility of a single dot that is important, but the relative visibility of the pair of dots. If this is true, then a tilted mask might reduce the visbility of one dot relative to the other, while an aligned mask would affect both dots to the same degree. To test this relative visibility notion, we measured contrast discrimination (jnd) and two-dot alignment thresholds under identical conditions. The stimuli consisted of a pair of abutting 3 min arc squares. For the alignment task, both squares had a contrast of 40% (about 10 times threshold for observer DL). In the alignment task, the observer fixated the target dots, and judged the position of the right dot relative to the left dot (using our usual rating scale method of constant stimuli). In the jnd task, the observer judged the relative contrast of the right dot relative to that of the left dot. Alignment and contrast discrimination thresholds were measured for unmasked dots, and for two mask orientations (20 and 90 deg). The inset in Fig. 11 shows that for the alignment task (e) similar to the data at other gaps, there is marked threshold elevation at 20 deg, and no threshold elevation at 90 deg. In contrast, in the *Small differences in the height of the masking functions at different gaps are probably related to how closely the mask angle coincided with the peak of the orientation tuning function (see footnote on p. 578).
contrast discrimination task, a 20 deg mask has almost no effect, while the orthogonal mask has some effect. The orthogonal mask effects contrast discrimination, because on some trials the two dots may fall in different phases of the mask (but note the large variability obtained with the 90 deg mask). Thus as expected, we conclude that the orientation specific masking effects shown in Figs 9 and 10 are not an effect of the masks on the visibility of the dots.
Spatial frequency tuning. In order to study the spatial frequency tuning of two-dot alignment, we used a 1 octave band of spatial frequencies oriented at either 10 or 20 deg (near the peak angle). Figure 12 shows spatial frequency tuning functions for same-(A,B) and opposite-contrast polarity (C,D) dots, for different separations (3-30 min arc) and for two different observers (DL and KN). The data for both same and opposite polarity dots are clearly tuned to the mask spatial frequency, with a peak at approx. 10c/deg for all separations (similar to that obtained with abutting vernier). There is also not much difference in the peak spatial frequency for same-and opposite-contrast polarity dot stimuli.* ]. This figure shows clearly that with a small gap, the orientation tuning for opposite polarity is qualitatively different from that obtained with same polarity dots; however, with the large gap, the orientation tuning functions are almost identical. Figure 13 summarizes the data for three observers by plotting the spatial period at which peak masking occurred as a function of the gap. Over the range of 3-30 min arc the peak spatial period is between 5 and 8 min arc, with little systematic variation with separation (see also Fig. 4 , Waugh & Levi, 1995) . It is also quite similar for same-and opposite-contrast polarity (see Table 2 for masking peak spatial frequency). We note that the spatial frequency tuning is probably not related to the size of the targets, since similar spatial frequency tuning is obtained withlong thin lines [0.6minarc wide x 40 min arc long (see Fig. 7 , and also ].
DISCUSSION
The present results confirm and extend a number of previous studies which have shown that position coding is impaired with stimuli whose closely separated features have opposite-contrast polarity (Levi & Westheimer, 1987; Murphy et al., 1988; O'Shea & Mitchell, 1990; Morgan, 1991) . In addition we find similar impairment using a wide range of stimulus configurations (lines, dots, edges and gratings), contrast levels (although the effect is somewhat greater at high than at low contrasts) and spatial frequencies (0.5-30 c/deg). For two-dot alignment, the degradation is limited to separations less than about 20 min arc. For separations FIGURE 11. The effect of the same (5 octaves; contrast of 30%) noise mask on contrast detection thresholds. The inset shows threshold elevation for contrast discrimination (jnd) and two-dot alignment thresholds under identical conditions. The stimuli consisted of a pair of abutting 3 min arc squares. For the alignment task (.) similar to the data at other gaps, there is marked threshold elevation at 20 deg, and no threshold elevation at 90 deg. In contrast, in the jnd task a 20 deg mask has almost no effect, while the orthogonal mask has some effect. Thus, we conclude that the orientation specific masking effects shown in Figs 7 and 8 are not an effect of the masks on the visibility of the dots.
greater than 20 min arc thresholds are quite similar for same-and opposite-contrast polarity stimuli (again see Levi & Westheimer, 1987; Burbeck, 1987; Murphy et al., 1988; O'Shea & Mitchell, 1990; Morgan, 1991) .
Using band-limited one-dimensional noise masks, we then measured the orientation and spatial frequency tuning functions for abutting line vernier acuity and twodot alignment for same and opposite polarity stimuli. For both tasks, with same polarity targets, masking is specific for spatial frequency (peaking at about 10 c/deg) and orientation (tuning is bimodal with peaks at approx. 10 deg to either side of the lines, or 20-30 deg on either side of the virtual line connecting the aligned dots). These masking results reveal that at large gaps, where sameand opposite-contrast polarity thresholds are similar, so too are the properties of the mechanisms revealed by masking. At small gaps, where performance is degraded with opposite-contrast polarity stimuli, the orientation tuning is altered [differences between line vernier and two-dot alignment may be explained on the basis of contrast visibility masking, which occurs for line targets , but not with dots].
Mechanisms for vernier acuity
Several models have been proposed to account for the precision of vernier acuity and two-dot alignment. One of the most influential quantitative models is based on the response of linear, orientation-tuned, contrast sensitive, spatial filters (Wilson, 1986) , Such linear oriented spatial filters would be quite sensitive to the contrast polarity of the stimuli, and Wilson's model predicts that thresholds for opposite contrast stimuli are elevated by a factor of approx. 1.5 (Wilson, 1986) . Similarly, the "viewprint" model degradation of opposite polarity bisection at small separations, and the similarity of same and opposite polarity thresholds at larger separations.
The masking results of this study are consistent with the notion that orientation and spatial frequency tuned filters play a role in the processing of relative position information for both abutting vernier acuity and two-dot alignment tasks (see also Findlay, 1973; Mussap & Levi, 1994; Waugh & Levi, 1995a, b) . However, even if simple filter models do predict a degradation of acuity for closely separated opposite polarity stimuli, other aspects of the present study are not easily accounted for. In particular, the simple filter model predicts that filter size should increase in proportion to the separation between targets. Clearly the data (Figs 12 and 13, and Table 2 ) do not support this model. This can be most clearly seen in Fig. 13 , where the dotted 1:1 line illustrates the expected proportionality. Over the 10-fold range of separations from 3 to 30 min arc, the peak spatial period of the most effective mask is almost constant (a constant period is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 13 ). While we cannot rule out an explanation in which there are multiple filters of a fixed preferred spatial frequency with a range of lengths, a 10-fold range of filter aspect ratios seems rather implausible (in Wilson's model, oriented spatial filters have an aspect ratio of 3.2:1 so that FIGURE 13. Plots the spatial period at which peak masking occurred for three observers as a function of the gap. Over the range 3-30 min arc the peak spatial period is close to 6 sin arc (10 c/deg.) with little systematic variation with separation. The dotted 1:1 line illustrates the proportionality between optimal filter size (or period) and gap, predicted by simple filter models. The dashed line shows a constant period. Over the 10-fold range of gaps the peak spatial period of the most effective mask is almost constant. the length SD of an 8 c/deg filter is approx. 7.3 min arc). We do not believe that our results can be simply explained by longer (first-stage) filters, because we find masking extends over gaps of at least 6 deg (Waugh & Levi, 1995) , much larger than any plausible early filter (Burbeck, 1987) . Moreover, elsewhere (Mussap & Levi, 1994) we provide evidence for integrative processes operating at high spatial frequencies (12 c/deg) over at least 1 deg. As mentioned in the Introductionl an alternative model proposed by Hering (1899) involves a comparison of local signs. A local sign mechanism should be insensitive, e.g. to the contrast polarity of the stimuli, and it has been suggested as a plausible mechanism for position acuity with widely separated stimuli . Each local sign mechanism would be expected to operate on target features which fall in separate fillers. However, a simple local sign mechanism would not be expected to be susceptible to pattern masking which is suggestive of an orientation tuned process. In addition, masks placed between but not overlapping the targets, have also been shown to degrade relative position thresholds (Mussap & Levi, 1994; Waugh & Levi, 1995) . Thus, we suggest below that our results may be better understood by proposing thatsignals from early linear filters are collected in a nonlinear second-stage filter, which collates information along an orientation trajectory.
A two-stage model for two-dot alignment
A number of workers have previously suggested that position and orientation judgments must involve at least two stages. For example, based on the dissociation between detection thresholds, and perceived orientation following adaptation, Klein, Stromeyer and Ganz (1974) proposed a two-stage model in which perceived orientation is processed at a second stage. In a similar vein, Klein and Levi (1987) , suggested that local signs, or position tags of early filters, must be compared at a second stage in order to compute the positions of widely separated targets. In a study closely related to the present experiments, Burbeck (1987) addressed the issue of large-scale spatial interval judgments with oppositecontrast polarity targets, and suggested a model consisting of two stages of filtering, separated by a rectifying nonlinearity. There are also recent elaborations of the two-stage notion by Hess and his colleagues (Hess & Holliday, 1992; Hess & Hayes, 1994) . Apart from the Klein et al. (1974) model, none of the aforementioned models deals specifically with the elaboration of orientation information over long distances. However, Morgan and Hotopf (1989) proposed a model in which likeoriented first-stage filters are collected over space into a second-stage "collector" filter, in order to explain why diagonal lines are seen running between the intersections in repetitive grid patterns, and to explain several other illusions involving diagonal lines (not readily explained by a simple Fourier model). Moulden (1994) has recently provided experimental evidence consistent with the existence of collector filters of this sort, which linearly collate the responses of up to seven subunits. We argue below that a second-stage orientation specific collector 586 DENNIS M. LEVI and SARAH J. WAUGH mechanism of this sort can provide a ready explanation for the present results. Figure 14 illustrates schematically such a two-stage model, as it applies to our opposite polarity dots. The first stage consists of linear contrast sensitive filters. While there is a range of filter sizes available for the task, there is a trade-off between filter size and sensitivity. Based on our masking results, it appears tha! the visual system uses relatively small, but very sensitive filters, e.g. the optimum filters for foveal vision appear to be those with a peak spatial frequency of about 10 c/deg . For small gaps and same polarity stimuli, performance is limited by the sensitivity of small, linear first-stage filters. Here, differential contrast signals in oriented linear filters are highly sensitive to misalignments of same polarity targets, but are degraded by opposite polarity targets. For opposite polarity targets, either a local sign mechanism, or a degraded filter mechanism limits position thresholds. However, when the gap (of either same or opposite polarity stimuli) exceeds the dimenisons of these relatively high spatial frequency mechanisms, a second-stage mechanism becomes more sensitive. This second-stage mechanism can be thought of as a nonlinear rectifying filter which collates the (squared) response of the first-stage filters along an orientation trajectory, and it appears to be more sensitive for both same and opposite polarity stimuli than is the differential response of larger filters.
In Fig. 14 the first-stage "subunits" are represented with identical orientations; however, in reality there may be increased scatter in the preferred orientations of the subunits as the second-stage filter becomes more elongated (this would lead to the slightly broader orientation tuning evident at large separations). As noted above, nonlinear filters of this sort have been suggested previously to account for different psychophysical phenomena (Tyler & Nakayama, 1984; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Morgan & Hotopf, 1989; Moulden, 1994) and to explain how the long receptive fields found in layer 5 of V1 might be constructed (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1985) . While integration across subunits would lead to accumulation of positional errors, it will still result in more precise alignment than would occur using a single large (low spatial frequency) filter (Wilson, 1991; Waugh & Levi, 1995) . More importantly, however, collector mechanisms of this sort would be useful in alignment judgments in a cluttered or noisy environment, because integration of local signals along the orientation trajectory designated by the end points, will improve the signal-to-noise ratio (see Mussap & Levi, 1994) . Thus, we would suggest that long, but relatively high spatial frequency nonlinear second-stage filters may also underlie the local sign mechanism, providing a broad orientation specificity over long distances (the optimal orientation is about 20 deg to the virtual line connecting aligned targets). In addition, we believe that alignment thresholds may be limited at either stage, by the properties of the linear filters, or by noise at the second stage (Levi & Waugh, 1994; Levi, Waugh & Beard, 1994c; Levi et al., 1994a, b) .
One issue, which the model as outlined here does not directly address is the effect of stimulus blur. The ability to localise widely separated dot/line targets is considered to be rather resistant to blur (e.g. Stigmar, 1971; Williams, Enoch & Essock, 1984) , Under conditions of blur, a mechanism collating relatively high spatial frequency inputs would not be very useful. However, inspection of Fig. 5 of Williams et al. (1984) shows that while stimulus blur dramatically elevates thresholds for small gaps, even 5-10 min of blur raises thresholds for a gap of 32 min arc, a finding which is not incompatible with our proposed relatively high spatial frequency filter. Moreover, alignment judgments with separated Gaussian or Gabor stimuli with a large spread, appear to be governed by the spread of the envelope (Toet, 1987; Hess & Hayes, 1994) . Thus, for blurred stimuli, larger (lower frequency) collector units may be used to collate the outputs of larger subunits.
Relationship to other models
At this point it is unclear whether the properties of the collector mechanism which we are proposing for vernier acuity are identical to those suggested by others for other visual tasks. For example, Moulden (1994) provides evidence for a scale invariant mechanism which collects the responses of approximately seven first-stage filters, regardless of filter size. Our finding that the filter width is approximately constant over a wide range of separations (as implied from the almost constant spatial frequency tuning functions) suggests that the task may dictate the size of the filter that is engaged, and that the number of filter responses will depend upon the target separation.
The collector model shares common features, but differs in important ways from two other second-stage models. Morgan, Hole and Glennerster (1990) proposed the existence of "eclectic units". These second-stage units collect position information, pooling across orientation and spatial frequency. The spatial frequency and orientation specificity of our masking functions argues against a role for eclectic units for the two-dot alignment task. Wilson and Richards (1992) have proposed a second-stage model for curvature and separation discrimination at texture boundaries. Separation discrimination thresholds with texture bars are elevated at small separations but not at large, much like those with opposite polarity stimuli. These data are reasonably well modeled by a second-stage model in which the responses of oriented first-stage filters are squared and a second stage of linear filtering at a lower spatial frequency occurs. The second-stage filters are tuned to the orientation orthogonal to the first-stage filters, and are therefore sensitive to the orientation of the discontinuity between (offset) bars rather than to the orientation of the bars themselves. While a second-stage mechanism of this sort might be sensitive to our opposite polarity stimuli, our masking results suggest a long, narrow mechanism, rather than a large (scaled up) orthogonal one.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summary, thresholds for alignment are strongly masked by noise masks which are oriented at about 4-20 deg on either side of a virtual line connecting the (aligned) targets. The most surprising result of the present study, is that the spatial period at which peak masking occurs is almost invariant over a range of separations from 3-30min arc. These results, and other results obtained in our laboratory (Mussap & Levi, 1994) lead to the suggestion that signals from early linear filters are collected in a second-stage filter, which collates information along an orientation trajectory.
